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are saying As a current student on this bumpy
collegiate pathway, I stumbled upon Course
Hero, where I can find study resources for

nearly all my courses, get online help from tutors
24/7, and even share my old projects, papers,
and lecture notes with other students. Kiran

Temple University Fox School of Business ‘17,
Course Hero Intern I cannot even describe how
much Course Hero helped me this summer. It’s

truly become something I can always rely on and
help me. In the end, I was not only able to

survive summer classes, but I was able to thrive
thanks to Course Hero. Dana University of

Pennsylvania ‘17, Course Hero Intern The ability
to access any university’s resources through

Course Hero proved invaluable in my case. I was
behind on Tulane coursework and actually used
UCLA’s materials to help me move forward and

get everything together on time.July 06, 2018
First of all, excuse the ugly static screenshot—it
looks better in action. The news that a project

called WebAssembly is making inroads into the
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browser (there's also the little trouble they are
having with the name) has been met with much
trepidation by the Web platform community. If
you didn't get to read either WebAssembly or

one of the many in-depth technical explanations
of it, don't worry, because I'm about to try to

explain it for you. WebAssembly is a new
JavaScript replacement for the browser—a

replacement for JavaScript that is compiled into
a format called WebAssembly format (hence,
WebAssembly). That WebAssembly format is

then executed in your browser, so it's very
similar in functionality to C/C++ for the phone
and a sort of assembly language for the browser.

It's based on a new standard called the DOM
APIs, and is quite powerful, but safe in a way
that the older JavaScript is not. This is because

WebAssembly's standards are still being worked
on, and the language is not quite stable yet. To

get a feel for what this means, think of
JavaScript's API as being like a gazillion lines of

spaghetti code that you have to line by line,
which is cool and all, but if the API were not
stable, it could be unsafe because things could

change without
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